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Viscoelasticity of Xenon near the Critical Point
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Using a novel, overdamped, oscillator flown aboard the space shuttle, we measured the viscosity of
xenon near the liquid-vapor critical point in the frequency range2 Hz # f # 12 Hz. The measured vis-
cosity divergence is characterized by the exponentzh  0.0690 6 0.0006, in agreement with the value
zh  0.067 6 0.002 calculated from a two-loop perturbation expansion. Viscoelastic behavior was
evident whent  sT 2 TcdyTc , 1025 and dominant whent , 1026, further fromTc than predicted.
Viscoelastic behavior scales asAft wheret is the fluctuation decay time. The measured value ofA is
2.0 6 0.3 times the result of a one-loop calculation. (Uncertainties stated are one standard uncertainty.)
[S0031-9007(98)08357-4]

PACS numbers: 51.20.+d, 05.70.Jk, 64.60.Ht, 83.50.Fc
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As the liquid-vapor critical point is approached, th
shear viscosityhsjd measured in the limit of zero fre-
quency diverges asjzh , wherej is the correlation length,
which itself diverges on the critical isochore ast2n.
[Here, t ; sT 2 TcdyTc, Tc is the critical temperature,
andn  0.630.] Because the critical viscosity exponen
zh  0.069 is so small, it is very difficult to measure ac-
curately on Earth in a pure fluid such as xenon. Clo
to the critical point, gravity causes stratification of th
very compressible xenon and blunts the divergence of t
viscosity in a manner that depends upon the height
the viscometer. Far from the critical point, the separ
tion of the viscosity into critical and background contri
butions is uncertain; the critical contribution is a sma
fraction of the total, and the separation depends sen
tively upon the “crossover function,” which is known only
approximately.

At nonzero frequenciesf, hsj, f d is complex in near-
critical fluids, even at the subaudio frequencies us
here. Ordinarily, viscoelasticity (i.e., a partly elasti
response to shear stress) is seen either at much hig
frequencies or in complicated fluids such as polym
melts. Bhattacharjee and Ferrell [1] calculated the scali
functionSszd for near-critical viscoelasticity. Their result
can be combined with the crossover functionHsjd from
Ref. [2] and the background viscosityh0sT , rd from
Appendix C of Ref. [3] to obtain the prediction

hsj, f d  h0sT , rd expfzhHsjdg fSsAzdg2zh ys31zhd .
(1)

Here, the scaled frequency is defined byz ; 2ipft,
where the fluctuation-decay time ist ; 6phj3ykBTc 
t0t2ns31zhd. We introduced the parameterA  2.0 6 0.3
into the argument of the scaling functionSszd to obtain
agreement with our data. (All uncertainties stated a
a single standard uncertainty.) Accurate measureme
of the scaling function require accurate measurements
hsj, f d in the region wherej is large and wherez spans
20 0031-9007y99y82(5)y920(4)$15.00
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the rangez ø 1 to z ¿ 1. Prior measurements wer
unable to achieve these conditions [4,5].

We developed a novel viscometer, integrated it into t
“critical viscosity of xenon” (CVX) experiment package
and operated it aboard the Space Shuttle Mission STS
Figure 1 shows that the shuttle’s microgravity enviro
ment enabled CVX to make accurate viscosity measu
ments two decades in reduced temperature closer toTc

than the best ground-based measurements. The data
the real part of the viscosity Reshd lead to the result
zh  0.0690 6 0.0006, in agreement with the valuezh 
0.067 6 0.002 obtained from a recent two-loop perturba
tion expansion [6].

As CVX approached the critical temperature, viscoela
ticity caused Reshd to depart from the asymptotic power
law divergence, first at high frequencies and then at l
frequencies as shown in Fig. 2. In the same tempera
range, Imshd decreased from zero. [Imshd is the ratio of

FIG. 1. Log-log plot of xenon’s viscosity measured near t
critical point. The asymptotic line has the slopezhyn 
0.0435 deduced from the present microgravity data. NearTc,
the CVX microgravity datafReshd at 2 Hz] depart from the
asymptotic line because of the viscoelasticity. The two sets
ground data depart from the asymptotic line further fromTc
because the xenon stratifies in Earth’s gravity.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. Xenon’s viscosity at critical density measured at 2
12 Hz. The solid curves resulted from fitting Eq. (1) to the da
in the range1026 , t , 1024. (a) The real viscosity Reshd.
Near t  1025, the data depart from the 0 Hz curve becaus
of viscoelasticity. (b) The ratio ImshdyReshd. For clarity, the
ratio data at frequencies above 2 Hz are displaced downw
by integer multiples of 0.005; otherwise, they would coincid
at t . 1025.

the quadrature component of drag on the viscometer
the driving force.] This viscoelastic behavior was eviden
when t , 1025 and dominant att , 1026, further from
Tc than predicted by Bhattacharjee and Ferrell’s one-loo
calculation [1]. The fitted valueA  2.0 6 0.3 means
that viscoelastic relaxation in xenon is 2 times slowe
than predicted. This factor is a challenge to the prese
one-loop theory; however, the challenge is comparable
one that Bhattacharjee and Ferrell met when scaling
trasonic attenuation and dispersion in near-critical liqu
mixtures. When they replaced the one-loop acoustic th
ory with a more sophisticated theory [7], the ultrason
frequency scale changed by a factor of 1.6.

The unique CVX viscometer, shown schematically i
Fig. 3, was a thin rectangular nickel screen (19 mm lon
and 8 mm wide) composed of 0.03 mm wide electrod
posited wires spaced 0.85 mm apart. A wire in the midd
of the screen was extended and soldered to a suppor
yoke, permitting the screen to oscillate in the xenon mu
like a child’s seesaw. These torsional oscillations we
driven and detected by nearby electrodes. The torque
plied to the screen was derived from a repeated, 32-s lo
waveform that had equally weighted frequency comp
–
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FIG. 3. Cutaway view of the CVX viscometer cell. The
cylindrical volume occupied by the xenon was 38 mm long an
19 mm in diameter. The screen was oscillated by applyi
voltages to the four electrodes. The electrodes were a
components of a 10 kHz capacitance bridge that detected
screen’s motion.

nents in the range0.03 Hz , f , 12.5 Hz. The corre-
sponding viscous penetration lengthd ; fhysrpf dg1y2

ranged from 800 to40 mm.
The screen had a complicated geometry; thus, the v

cosity could not be calculated from its dimensions and
response to the applied torque. Instead, we relied on a
drodynamic similarity argument [8] which shows that th
drag on the screen was proportional tof2Bsdd and we de-
termined the calibration functionBsdd from the viscosity
data taken atTcal  Tc 1 1 K while CVX was in orbit.
The calibration procedure and tests of the similarity a
gument were described in our earlier work [8]. Becau
Imshd ø 0 under the conditions of the calibration, we de
duced Reshd and Imshd from the magnitude and the phas
of the screen’s response to the applied torques by anal
continuation ofBsdd to complex arguments.

We used data outside the viscoelastic region to che
the calibration procedure in three ways. First, the valu
of Reshd were examined at 2, 3, 5, 8, and 12 Hz for fre
quency dependence. None was found. Second, the
ues of Reshd were compared with our previous data [3
taken on Earth with a high-Q, 7 mm high, oscillating-
cylinder viscometer. They agreed throughout the ran
3 3 1024 , t , 5 3 1022, where the data sets overlap
and where the high-Q data were not greatly affected by
stratification. Third, the values of Imshd were examined
for departures from zero. The examination revealed d
partures from zero that were less than 0.002 Reshd and
were a weak function of log10sT 2 Tcald, suggesting that
the screen was influenced by an additional force not p
portional tof2Bsdd. We applied a corresponding correc
tion proportional to log10sT 2 Tcald, and we extrapolated
921
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this correction to Imshd inside the viscoelastic region.
We checked the validity of this extrapolation by fitting
A separately to Reshd and Imshd inside the viscoelastic
region. The two values ofA agreed within 4%. [If we
had assumed the correction to Imshd were proportional to
sT 2 Tcald raised to a small power such aszh , our results
would be unchanged.]

The maximum displacement of the screen was 0.03 m
and the maximum shear rate was9 s21. The product
(shear rate)3 (fluctuation-decay time) was always suf
ficiently small that CVX did not encounter near-critica
shear thinning [9]. The oscillating screen had a mass
only 1 mg; thus, its operation was relatively insensitive
the in-orbit vibrations of the shuttle, and it survived th
rigors of launch and landing with a large margin of safet

The CVX cell and thermostat were designed such th
the xenon sample would be isothermal within0.2 mK at
Tc ø 290 K. Tests indicated that the thermostat’s pe
formance was 4 times better than this [10]. Calculatio
ignoring convection showed that the CVX sample was to
large to attain thermal equilibrium very close toTc dur-
ing the 11-day flight. This led to the concern that onc
large density inhomogeneities were generated, for e
ample, by cooling the sample belowTc, they would per-
sist. To alleviate this concern, the sample’s temperatu
was programmed to minimize density inhomogeneitie
The sample was fully equilibrated atTc 1 100 mK to
achieve a homogeneous density. The subsequent c
ing ramps towardsTc reduced the density in the interior
of the cell by at most0.0013rc, according to a conser-
vative, convection-free, one-dimensional, thermal mod
Electric-field induced convection of the sample and he
conduction along the metal components within the ce
could only reduce density inhomogeneities.

Key portions of the CVX data were taken as th
temperature was ramped downward throughTc. The
first ramp, at the rate21 mKys, started atTc 1 0.05 K.
The second ramp was 20 times slower; it started
Tc 1 0.003 K and had the rate20.05 mKys. AboveTc,
the data from the two ramps were indistinguishable; t
viscosity increased monotonically, becoming complex a
frequency dependent asTc was approached. BelowTc,
the data from the slower ramp indicated higher viscositi
in the phase-separating sample.

In Eq. (1), the background viscosity was described b
the sum of analytic functions of the densityr and the tem-
perature:h0sT , rd  h00sT d 1 h01srd. (See Appendix
C of Ref. [3].) These functions were determined from
the viscosity measured by others far from the critic
point. For consistency with the measurements of Ref. [
and the valuerc  1116 kgym3, we set h0sTc, rcd 
51.3 6 0.4 mPa s. The present results are not sensiti
to this description ofh0 [3,11].

The CVX viscosity data at 2, 3, 5, 8, and 12 H
were used to determine five parameters. Two are
“universal” parameterszh andA, two are the wave vectors
922
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qC andqD that occur in the crossover function for xenon
and one is the value ofTc on CVX’s temperature scale.
When all of the data within the range1026 , t , 1024

were fitted for these parameters, the results includedzh 
0.0690 6 0.0006, qCj0  0.051 6 0.007, and qDj0 
0.16 6 0.05, where the standard uncertainties quote
allow for the correlations among the parameters. T
same fit determined the productAt0 with a fractional
standard uncertainty of 0.03. However, the fraction
uncertainty of A itself is 0.17 because of the large
uncertainty of the fluctuation decay-time amplitudet0
given by

t0 

"
2j0

e4y3sq21
C 1 q21

D d

#zh

6ph0j
3
0

kBTc
. (2)

For xenon,t0  s1.15 6 0.17d 3 10212 s and the uncer-
tainty of t0 is dominated by the uncertainty of xenon’
correlation length amplitudej0  0.184 6 0.009 nm
which we estimated [11] as the difference between t
two measurements reported in [12].

The fit to the data more than290 mK above Tc

determinedTc with a standard uncertainty of8 mK. It is
reassuring that, for every frequency examined, both Reshd
and Imshd showed extrema within60 mK of the fitted
value ofTc. Equally reassuring, the fitted value ofqCj0
agrees with the valueqCj0  0.059 6 0.004 determined
from independently published data that do not include t
near-critical viscosity [3,11].

Figure 2(b) shows the ratio ImshdyReshd. This ratio
is independent of the background viscosityh0 and the
crossover functionHsjd; thus, these data are sensitiv
only to A, Tc, and the scaling function. Figure 2 demon
strates that the functional formSsAzd describes both
Reshd and Imshd in the ranges1026 , t , 1025 and
2 Hz , f , 12 Hz, corresponding to0.06 , Az , 33,
provided that the factorA that sets the frequency scal
has the value 2.0.
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